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Store Checklist

FOR USE PRIOR TO CIPC TREATMENT

CROP/STORE OWNER FORM: COMPLETE ONE CHECKLIST PER STORE PER APPLICATION

Crop/Store Owner
Store ID

www.cipccompliant.co.uk

Under Potato Industry CIPC
Stewardship, crop owners must
assess every store against the
criteria listed before each CIPC
application is made.
If a satisfactory checklist is not
available, contractors cannot
apply CIPC.
Use one form per store.
Address any red categories
before treatment. If red
categories remain,
DO NOT TREAT.

Key issue

No

Guidelines

STORE LOCATION

Proximity to residential property
Proximity to non-target crops, seed or other goods
Sheltered from prevailing wind?

STORE INTEGRITY

Test for leakage: close store, turn lights off, do lightproof check
Check louvre and door seals
Evidence of leakage, eg at eaves or base of walls?

EMPTY SPACE IN STORE

Is the store full enough? DIvide the building volume occupied
(length x width x average height) by the approximate volume occupied
by the crop

CIPC APPLICATION POINT

Dedicated ports/ducts installed?
Fog not directed straight on to boxes
Centrally positioned or direct into plenum for delivery into boxes

UNIFORM STORE ENVIRONMENT

Capability to actively recirculate 24h before application without cooling to
eliminate condensation and create an even temperature throughout
stack?

BULK STORE SUITABILITY

Clear air path via ductwork, adequate laterals
Preferably, balanced airflow for active recirculation
Inverters for slow speed recirculation of fog

BOX STORE SUITABILITY

Unimpeded air path through store ideally with active recirculation
Clear pallet slots with even stack height
Applying into plenum to stop fog going direct to roof space
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Poor
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Checklist to be completed by store manager and signed to signify sight of the completed form by the BASIS advisor for the application and by the CIPC applicator.
BASIS Advisor
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CIPC Applicator
YES / NO
Permanent signage to confirm CIPC use in the building is required in all stores subject to Red Tractor Farm Assurance audit: see redtractorassurance.org.uk
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